Buildings and Grounds meeting minutes from August 10,2019
Meeting was held outside in front of church on the benches.
Members present;
Pat Seegers, Dave Strobel , Paul Tabat and Mary Daniel. Paul Kronschabel was on vacation and Mike
Chilson was unable to make it as it was not noticed in the bulletin. Mark Mrozek will add Buildings and
Grounds to the main calendar.
Agenda
Mike Chilson is repairing 5 boards in the picnic tables per Kurt’s request. Thank you , Mike.
Fall trimming on the Campus, will be scheduled for mid October.
Hawthrone tree in circle, crab apple trees, maple trees on the west side of the parking lot to make sign
visible, take out dead Ash tree, reshape the Burning Bushes that have died, Mike has take dead branches
off. We will lose another three Ash trees to the Emerald Ash Borer. We will take them out next
Spring, We have to replace a total of 4 trees for sure next year.
Jim Siepmann will come with his equipment and regrade the north end of the parking lot/wetlands to
keep the water from the parking lot going in the right direction .
We are getting a stack of brush building up in the moth end of the property, Hopefully we can chip the
brush pile with Jim Seipmann's wood chipper.
Mowing the wetlands, Dave Strobel will inquire of a friend if that is possible. We would like to “mow” a
width or two behind the pine tree line. It all depends on how much water is there. We would like to do
the same at the entrance of Ottawa Ave.
Repair of the Scupper on the Kitchen -Gym entrance on the North side of the campus. Dane Strobel will
ask another friend for a suggestion, etc.
Bob Leonard of the Safety committee was unable to attend the meeting, and left sample of possible
numbers, etc for our review. We had questions so a meeting is scheduled.
Monday, the 16th at 5:00 on campus to review options and receive answers to our questions. Please
feel free to meet with us.

Next Parish Common Meeting Night is scheduled for November 19 at 6:30, stayed tuned for details. Our
regular meeting for November would be the second Tuesday the 12th, which will be cancelled as we will
meet during the Parish Common Meeting Night.

